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Her boyfriend, Logan, died, and his slides between ghost and shade have left her reeling. Aura

knows he needs her now more than ever. She loves Logan, but she canâ€™t deny her connection

with the totally supportive, totally gorgeous Zachary. And sheâ€™s not sure that she wants to.

Logan and Zachary will fight to be the one by her side, but Aura needs them both to uncover the

mystery of her past â€• the mystery of the Shift. As Auraâ€™s search uncovers new truths, she must

decide whom to trust with her secrets . . . and her heart.
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Since Logan turned shade it was almost as if time stopped for Aura. Her life was on pause as she

waited for him to come back to her. Calling out for him, hoping that somehow he could hear her call.

That once again she would be enough to bring him back.Logan had been her entire life, her past

and her future. And even though she might have been ready to let him go, to let him move on so

that she could finally learn how to live her life without him, she never wanted his existence to be in

the dark, as a shade.But when he finally answers her plea, his return brings with it a complication

that she never would have thought possible. One that puts Aura in danger, raising questions that

cannot safely be asked, and one that can change everything.And this time Logan's return will force

Aura to choose between the boy she has always loved and one that could become her

future.***Shift is the electrifying, gripping and absolutely heartrending second book in the Shade

series. The mystery, the action and the love story will keep readers hanging on to the author's every



word and unable to break away until the story's conclusion.Shift picks up where Shade left off. It is a

few months later and Aura is still reeling from just how wrong things went for Logan. She has put

her life, and Zachary, on hold, until she can find Logan and figure out how she can save him.But

when he does return, she realizes that she will need Zachary's help to figure out just what Logan's

return means and to finally get answers to the questions about what significance, if any, her and

Zachary's births had on the Shift.With time running out, Aura must decide who to give her heart to or

risk losing both.

Let me start by saying this book was awesome and I hope I do it justice.I loved Shade and the world

Jeri created with the pre and post shifters so I couldn't wait to read Shift and I was not disappointed!

Picking up Shift was like coming home. Shift picks up a couple of months after Shade ended and

digs right back into the story. There are some amazing moments of steamy passion, mixed with

action scenes that have you gripping the sides of your chair, as well as some utterly heartbreaking

moments that will leave you with a pile of Kleenex next to you.The connection I felt with these

characters was just so real I could feel Aura's anguish over having to chose between Logan and

Zachary and I also felt their pain with decisions they had to make. I also enjoyed getting to know

Dylan (Logan's little brother) more I loved the scenes with him and Aura his awkwardness made me

laugh and his desire to protect Aura was heartwarming. I really loved seeing the growth in other

characters as well like Mickey and Siobhan. Of course there were the baddies from the DMP who

were up to no good like usual.The story unfolds so effortlessly between the love triangle which has

become even more complicated with the addition of a few other people and the story about Aura

and Zachary researching the shift and why it happened. There are some interesting discoveries and

some disturbing clues that they find by the end of the book. You'll want to grab a copy of Shine and

read it so you can find out what happens too bad we have to wait a year to read the conclusion

which I know will be epic! Shift comes out May 3rd so remember to put it on your to buy list. Go to

bookstores, order it from  I don't care how you buy the book but BUY IT you will not be

disappointed.

Sexy, mysterious, exciting and filled with surprises - Shift has it all. The story begins with Aura being

a bit (okay, extremely) bummed out regarding what happened to Logan at the end of Shade. It isn't

until a few chapters later where the Aura that I adore comes back - her sarcastic humor never

ceased to amuse me. But, there are still of troubles, whether it's with boys or even with the DMP.

Smith-Ready excels at creating genuine and honest chemistry (both friendship-wise and romantic)



between characters, but only one of the lovely guys who adores Aura truly fits with her the best, and

I loved seeing this relationship grow.In between typical (and not so typical) teenage drama lies a

mystery that will captivate readers entirely. The significance of Aura and Zachary's births, Aura's

mother, The Shift, Stonehenge, one downright shocking secret, and so much more....the closer

Aura came to discovering everything, the more hooked on the story I became. Shade delivered

compelling and realistic characters, Shift came through with plenty of seductive secrets, and I have

no doubt that Jeri Smith-Ready is going to give readers something spectacular with the next novel,

Shine.HIGHLIGHTS: Many of the characters grew in this installment. And Smith-Ready made a kilt

sexy...which I didn't think was possible. Smith-Ready ends the story nicely, but leaves quite a few

tantalizing hooks to keep readers curious for the third novel.
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